A surface antigen expressed by a subset of neurons in the vertebrate central nervous system (monoclonal antibodies/spinal cord/synaptic structure/neuroimmunology)
ABSTRACT Many hypotheses for the specificity of connections in the nervous system postulate the presence of surface chemical differences between neurons. Hybridoma technology offers a potential route to identify such surface antigenic differences between neurons. Monoclonal antibody Cat-301 was one of a panel of antibodies generated by immunizing mice with homogenized adult cat spinal cord. At the light microscopic level, Cat-301 recognizes a subset of neurons in many areas of the vertebrate central nervous system. This report shows at the ultrastructural level that Cat-301 binds to a surface antigen on neurons in the intact vertebrate central nervous system. Cat-301-positive neurons carry the antigen on cell bodies and proximal dendrites but not on axons. Using secondary antibody labeled with horseradish peroxidase, we show that antibody binding sites are present along the surfaces of neurons and extend around presynaptic profiles but are excluded from the synaptic cleft. The distribution of the Cat-301 antigen at central synapses is similar to that described for some components of the extracellular matrix of the neuromuscular junction. This study demonstrates that a specific surface antigen is found on a subset of neurons and suggests that other surface markers may be present on other subsets of mammalian central nervous system neurons. Antibodies against this antigen and other surface antigens may allow insight into the mechanisms involved in the formation and maintenance of synaptic connections in the central nervous system.
Monoclonal antibodies have been generated against both simple and complex neural antigens. The application of hybridoma technology to simple identified antigens, such as the sodium channel (1) and the acetylcholine receptor (2) , which have been characterized biochemically and physiologically, provides a means of identifying the components of a particular molecule and of obtaining probes that are specific for different antigenic determinants on these molecules. Importantly, hybridoma technology also allows specific antibodies to be generated against previously uncharacterized components of complex antigens such as the neuromuscular junction (3), synaptosomal preparations (4), or large parts of vertebrate (5-7) and invertebrate (8) nervous systems.
In this paper, we report on a monoclonal antibody to an antigenic determinant that is associated with the surface of a subset of central neurons in the intact vertebrate nervous system. The identification of antigens on the surface of subsets of neurons may have implications for the developmental problem of how specific connections are established and maintained in the nervous system.
METHODS
Monoclonal antibodies were generated by immunizing mice with the fixed grey matter of the cat cervical spinal cord. Resulting hybrid cell lines were screened immunohistochemically on 50-,um-thick Vibratome sections of cervical and thoracic cord. The details of the immunization and screening procedures have been reported previously (9) . The hybridoma line that secreted antibody Cat-301 was stabilized by cloning three times in soft agar. Ascitic tumor fluid containing high-titer antibody has been obtained from pristane (2,6,10,14- The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 80 (1983) 5759 Antibody Cat-301, an IgG1, binds to neurons in many areas of the cat central nervous system. Fig. 1 shows the distribution and staining characteristics of Cat-301 in a 50-,um-thick section of the spinal cord. In the spinal cord, the location and morphology of Cat-301-positive neurons are often similar to those of projection neurons (neurons that send axons outside of the nucleus of origin). The cell bodies and proximal dendrites of many medium-and large-diameter neurons in both the dorsal and ventral horns are recognized by Cat-301 (Fig. 1A) . In the dorsal horn all layers except layer II (the substantia gelatinosa) contain Cat-301-positive neurons. All the neurons in a given layer are not Cat-301-positive; for example, only some of the neurons in layer I are recognized by Cat-301. At the light microscopic level in 50-gum-thick sections, the antigen recognized by Cat-301 has a granular, patchy distribution over the surface of cell bodies and dendrites ( Fig. 1 B and C) . Cat-301-positive neurons have the same granular surface distribution of antigen over cell bodies and proximal dendrites in all areas of the central nervous system we have examined. Axons are not recognized by Cat-301 in the spinal cord or in any other area of the central nervous system.
Electron microscopic immunocytochemistry with Cat-301 demonstrates conclusively that Cat-301 is associated with the surface of a subpopulation of neurons (Figs. 2 and 3) . The observations described here on a spinal cord layer IV neuron are representative of those made in several other areas of the central nervous system, including the spinal cord ventral horn, the cortex, the trigeminal motor and main sensory nuclei, and the dorsal column nuclei. Fig. 2 illustrates an antibody-positive neuron in layer IV of the spinal cord. In I-jtm-thick plastic sections ( Fig. 2A) and in low-power electron micrographs (Fig.  2B ) antibody staining has a discontinuous, scalloped appearance along the perimeter of the cell body and dendrites. In electron micrographs at higher magnification (Figs. 2 C and D and 3) , one sees that antibody staining is present over much of the cell surface but is not present in the synaptic cleft. Antibody staining frequently extends a distance of several hundred nanometers from the postsynaptic cell to surround the presynaptic element (Figs. 2 C and D and 3) . This corresponds to the light microscopic observations of scallop-shaped profiles along the cell perimeter (Figs. 1C and 2A ). This pattern of antibody staining is identical on cell bodies and dendrites. All the synapses along a Cat-301-positive neuron's membrane in a thin section are similarly surrounded by antibody stain. As seen in Fig. 2A , Cat-301 does not stain more distal dendrites as intensely as it stains proximal dendrites and cell bodies.
At the light microscopic level, the cytoplasm of all neurons (Cat-301-positive and -negative neurons) is devoid of stain ( Fig.  1 B and C ). At the electron microscopic level, however, the cytoplasm of Cat-301-positive neurons often contains antibodypositive granules associated with the rER (Fig. 2 C and D 
DISCUSSION
Hybridoma technology potentially provides a new and general method for describing the distribution of different molecules in the nervous system. The ability to map the distribution of antigens could provide many opportunities for understanding the architecture of the nervous system. For example, monoclonal antibodies have been generated that distinguish different types of Muller cell in the retina (5) and that distinguish many different and complex categories of neuron in the leech nervous system (8) . We and others have used hybridoma technology to detect antigenic differences between neurons in the vertebrate central nervous system (4, 9, 10) . All of these studies reported light microscopic location of the antigens. In this paper, we report on the ultrastructural location of an antigen that is present on a subset of neurons. The antigen defined by the monoclonal antibody Cat-301 is present on the surface of cells and has an unusual distribution in relation to synapses. On the cell bodies and proximal dendrites of Cat-301-positive neurons, the antigen appears to be excluded from the synaptic cleft and extends from the surface of the postsynaptic cell around the presynaptic profiles. The reticulated distribution of the antigen at the light microscopic level is explained because, as the antigen outlines synapses, it forms a lattice over the cell surface. The fact that we can show that the antigen recognized by Cat-301 is on the surface and is associated with synapses is of some significance because many features of the connectivity and function of the nervous system may be explained by the selective expression of particular surface markers by subsets of neurons. This successful use of monoclonal antibodies to detect surface antigens in tissue sections, rather than in cell culture, raises the possibility that studying the ultrastructural distribution of many physiologically important surface macromolecules such as ion channels, transmitter receptors, and enzymes may now be feasible.
The is even a rough guide to the location of the antigen, the antigen cannot be an integral part of the membrane of the postsynaptic cell. At the neuromuscular junction, the extracellular matrix extends over the surface of the postsynaptic cell and around the presynaptic element (11, 12) . Recently, monoclonal antibodies have been generated that show an unexpected complexity in the number and distribution of the molecular components of this extracellular matrix (3) . Some of these components are associated with extrasynaptic extracellular matrix but excluded from the synaptic cleft (13) , similar to the distribution of Cat-301 described here. The components of the extracellular matrix have been shown to play an important role in maintaining the organization of receptors in the postsynaptic membrane (14) . Even though morphological similarity to the neuromuscular junction is striking here, it is clear that we need more data to definitively establish whether or not the antigen is an extracellular molecule synthesized by the postsynaptic cell. The main point we wish to stress here is that the antibody Cat-301 apparently recognizes a hitherto uncharacterized ultrastructural feature of a class of central synapses.
These morphological data suggest that hybridoma technology, in addition to defining neuronal cell types, will also lead us to the identification and understanding of the molecular basis of previously uncharacterized features of neuronal ultrastructure. While the presynaptic elements of the synapses described here have a common target, it is unlikely that they use a common transmitter because all the synapses along a Cat-301-positive membrane are similarly surrounded by antigen and it is likely that many different kinds of synapses are made at these locations. It is also unlikely that the postsynaptic Cat-301-positive neurons share transmitter type because of the heterogeneity of neuron classes recognized by Cat-301 and because in the cortex the morphology of Cat-301-positive neurons matches that of neurons immunologically demonstrated to be heterogenous with respect to neurotransmitter. These results will be reported in greater detail in a subsequent publication.
We have also found surface antigens that distinguish the cell bodies and processes of specific subsets of invertebrate neurons. Ultrastructural analysis shows that, in several cases, axons carrying specific surface markers travel together in fascicles in the connective, the major axon pathway in the leech. These antibody-identified groups of axons occupy stereotyped and symmetrical positions in the connective (15) . We have now shown in both vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems that surface antigens present on subsets of neurons can be identified by generating monoclonal antibodies against complex neural antigens.
